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Gangster Rocco 1.0 App for iPhone - Easy, Addictive Fun
Published on 12/30/09
iPhonky today released Gangster Rocco 1.0 for iPhone and iPod Touch users. The game app
offers enough challenge to be fun and interesting, yet has uncomplicated maneuverability
for easy play. Gangster Rocco is simple fun that every member of the family will enjoy
addictively. Gangster Rocco is a hip gangster mouse, looking for some cheese in an alley.
Unfortunately, the alley is full of cats who'd love nothing more than to catch a mouse for
dinner.
Waretown, NJ - Announcing that iPhonky, the developers of Gangster Rocco, has launched a
delightfully simple application that every member of the family will enjoy addictively.
The game app offers enough challenge to be fun and interesting, yet has uncomplicated
maneuverability for easy play. Gangster Rocco is simple fun for all ages, even children.
The app has a simple concept. Gangster Rocco is a hip gangster mouse, looking for some
cheese in an alley. Unfortunately, the alley is full of cats who'd love nothing more than
to catch a mouse for dinner. Rocco has to avoid them and the traps they've laid, while
picking up red and yellow cheeses for points and the win.
Gangster Rocco is an addictive game app that some have compared to Frogger. Its interface
is easy enough for children to use, as maneuvering the mouse around the cats and traps is
just a matter of tilting an iPhone the right way. Learning to play Gangster Rocco may
improve a child's eye-hand co-ordination.
There are five levels and three difficulty settings to keep players engaged for hours at a
time. Each level advance increases the playing challenge by revving up the number and
speed of oncoming felines. Rocco only has three lives. Users will be a champion if they
can keep him alive until the last level is completed. This simple, attractive little
Gangster Rocco app is sure to be a winner for family playing fun.
About iPhonky
London based company iPhonky was formed in 2009 by three friends Luca, Sunny and Tony,
all
with several years experience in design and development. iPhonky focuses on providing
cost-effective iPhone application development solutions of iphone apps and iphone games
for startups and mainstream technological companies.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod Touch 2.2.1 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Gangster Rocco 1.0 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Games category. Promo codes are available for qualified reviewers. Please
specify the website or blog you represent when making your request.
Gangster Rocco 1.0:
http://www.iphonky.com/rocco.php
Purchase and Download:
h
Game Play Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbcGpXY9_yM
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Mobile-App-Marketing-Makeover by Edward Turner helps mobile app developers maximize
sales
by optimizing their marketing copy and crafting news-worthy press releases that get picked
up by some of the most-read mobile app websites and blogs on the Net. Copyright (C) 2009
Mobile-App-Marketing-Makeover. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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